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Hoffmann on art/science: both value economy and intensity.

Frost poem: scientific ideas in a compact and relatable form; 
makes us think about our relationship with the natural world



Robert Frost  (1874-1963)
Photo Credit Tony Spina, http://reuther.wayne.edu/node/9001



High school years-
astronomy  



The Leonid meteor shower

Particles about size 
of  grain of  sand

• Everyday meteors: a few per hour

• Leonid shower (mid-Nov.): 10-15 
per hour

• Leonid “storm” (rare): could be 10 
PER SECOND! 2002 storm; 30 1-min exposures

Photo credit: Casado & Graboleda. 



“A Loose Mountain (Telescopic)”

First published in 

A Witness Tree, 1942 

but likely inspired earlier.

A rhyming poem about Leonids…





A Loose Mountain (Telescopic)  language colloquial/humorous

Did you stay up last night (the Magi did) Of which you feel no least touch on your face

To see the star shower known as Leonid Nor find in dew the slightest cloudy trace.

That once a year by hand or apparatus Nevertheless it constitutes a hint

Is so mysteriously pelted at us? That the loose mountain lately seen to glint

It is but fiery puffs of dust and pebbles 5 In sunlight near us in momentous swing        15

No doubt directed at our heads as rebels Is something in a Balearic sling

In having taken artificial light The heartless and enormous Outer Black

Against the ancient sovereignty of night. Is still withholding in the Zodiac

A fusillade of blanks and empty flashes, But from irresolution in his back

It never reaches earth except as ashes 10 About when best to have us in our orbit          20

So we won’t simply take it and absorb it.



A Loose Mountain (Telescopic)  slight air of  punishment

Did you stay up last night (the Magi did) Of which you feel no least touch on your face

To see the star shower known as Leonid Nor find in dew the slightest cloudy trace.

That once a year by hand or apparatus Nevertheless it constitutes a hint

Is so mysteriously pelted at us? That the loose mountain lately seen to glint

It is but fiery puffs of dust and pebbles 5 In sunlight near us in momentous swing        15

No doubt directed at our heads as rebels Is something in a Balearic sling

In having taken artificial light The heartless and enormous Outer Black

Against the ancient sovereignty of night. Is still withholding in the Zodiac

A fusillade of blanks and empty flashes, But from irresolution in his back

It never reaches earth except as ashes 10 About when best to have us in our orbit          20

So we won’t simply take it and absorb it.



A Loose Mountain (Telescopic)  rhyme & rhythm

Did you stay up last night (the Magi did) Of which you feel no least touch on your face

To see the star shower known as Leonid Nor find in dew the slightest cloudy trace.

That once a year by hand or apparatus Nevertheless it constitutes a hint

Is so mysteriously pelted at us? That the loose mountain lately seen to glint

It is but fiery puffs of dust and pebbles 5 In sunlight near us in momentous swing        15

No doubt directed at our heads as rebels Is something in a Balearic sling

In having taken artificial light The heartless and enormous Outer Black

Against the ancient sovereignty of night. Is still withholding in the Zodiac

A fusillade of blanks and empty flashes, But from irresolution in his back

It never reaches earth except as ashes 10 About when best to have us in our orbit          20

So we won’t simply take it and absorb it.



Balearic Slingers

• From Balearic Islands in Western 
Mediterranean; 

• Hannibal (218 BC)

“… the loose mountain lately seen to glint

In sunlight near us in momentous swing  

Is something in a Balearic sling”

Credit: https://imperiumromanum.pl/en/curiosities/best-slingers-came-from-balearic-
islands/



A Loose Mountain (Telescopic)  not take for granted; uncertainty

Did you stay up last night (the Magi did) Of which you feel no least touch on your face

To see the star shower known as Leonid Nor find in dew the slightest cloudy trace.

That once a year by hand or apparatus Nevertheless it constitutes a hint

Is so mysteriously pelted at us? That the loose mountain lately seen to glint

It is but fiery puffs of dust and pebbles 5 In sunlight near us in momentous swing        15

No doubt directed at our heads as rebels Is something in a Balearic sling

In having taken artificial light The heartless and enormous Outer Black

Against the ancient sovereignty of night. Is still withholding in the Zodiac

A fusillade of blanks and empty flashes, But from irresolution in his back

It never reaches earth except as ashes 10 About when best to have us in our orbit          20

So we won’t simply take it and absorb it.



1899: Frost; anticipation of  Leonids



Leonids of  1899—why the buzz?

• 1799 Nov. shower, Humboldt + 
(100s/sec)

• 1833 another November shower

In the eastern part of Pennsylvania, where I was, they 

began to fall about eleven o’clock in the evening, 

increasing in frequency until, in a few hours, they became 

a perfect shower. They could no more be counted than one 

can count the fast falling flakes of snow in a hard storm.

They continued to fall without any diminution of numbers 

until the dawn of day obscured them […].

—J.H. Waggoner, of 1833 event



Leonids of  1899—why the buzz?
• 1799 Nov. shower, Humboldt +

• 1833 another November shower

• H.A. Newton correctly predicted return 

in 1866 (2000-5000 per hour)

• Tied to comet 55P/T-T

• Expectation of  “storm” about every 33 

years

In the eastern part of Pennsylvania, where I was, they 

began to fall about eleven o’clock in the evening, 

increasing in frequency until, in a few hours, they became 

a perfect shower. They could no more be counted than one 

can count the fast falling flakes of snow in a hard storm.

They continued to fall without any diminution of numbers 

until the dawn of day obscured them […].

—J.H. Waggoner, of 1833 event



Earth yearly encounter with comet trail;

Every 33 years, encounter with “freshly enriched” trail



Anticipation of  1899 Leonids high

BUT …



1899   No
“blizzard of  fire”!
Only a few meteors were 
seen.

The comet itself  had been a 
no-show.

Why?



1) Meteor-causing particles “like an army on the march” and “this year, the earth may have cut through between two 
brigades, and so have failed to strike any considerable mass of  the enemy, meeting only some of  the stragglers….”

2) Perturbations by gravity of  planets

Illustration credit: Illustration credit: Jenniskens/Webster/S&T



Historical context of  poem
1899—failure of  Leonids; Jupiter/planets blamed

increased use of  streetlights in cities (gas, arc, incandescent)

1931-1933—disappointing to many; Jupiter blamed again

1942— “A Loose Mountain (Telescopic)” appeared in print

1963—Frost died; next big storm would have been expected 1966

Re-read poem in this light…



A Loose Mountain (Telescopic)  uncertainty/history

Did you stay up last night (the Magi did) Of which you feel no least touch on your face

To see the star shower known as Leonid Nor find in dew the slightest cloudy trace.

That once a year by hand or apparatus Nevertheless it constitutes a hint

Is so mysteriously pelted at us? That the loose mountain lately seen to glint

It is but fiery puffs of dust and pebbles 5 In sunlight near us in momentous swing        15

No doubt directed at our heads as rebels Is something in a Balearic sling

In having taken artificial light The heartless and enormous Outer Black

Against the ancient sovereignty of night. Is still withholding in the Zodiac

A fusillade of blanks and empty flashes, But from irresolution in his back

It never reaches earth except as ashes 10 About when best to have us in our orbit          20

So we won’t simply take it and absorb it.



“Did you stay up last night?”

1966 storm—brief  but 

very intense. Viewers had 

impression of  moving 

through space



Art / science / space / culture

poem: mankind’s connection to night sky. 
Story about Leonids.



Assignment: watch the skies!

November 2022 forecast (M. 
Maslov): 1733 trail outburst 
possible 17th, and another peak 19th

Image credit: Tunc Tezel 2016



Book (2021)                         work in progress: Frost
history of  astronomy

Out for Stars: Robert Frost 

and the Astronomy of  His Time

Also forthcoming, two articles in the 

Robert Frost Review (Fall 2022)

Belkora@cox.net



A question for the audience…

What do you make of  the title of  Frost’s poem, 
“A Loose Mountain (Telescopic)” ?



“A Loose Mountain (Telescopic)”
Credit: Alan Dyer (with permission)



A Loose Mountain (Telescopic)

Did you stay up last night (the Magi did) Of which you feel no least touch on your face

To see the star shower known as Leonid Nor find in dew the slightest cloudy trace.

That once a year by hand or apparatus Nevertheless it constitutes a hint

Is so mysteriously pelted at us? That the loose mountain lately seen to glint

It is but fiery puffs of dust and pebbles 5 In sunlight near us in momentous swing        15

No doubt directed at our heads as rebels Is something in a Balearic sling

In having taken artificial light The heartless and enormous Outer Black

Against the ancient sovereignty of night. Is still withholding in the Zodiac

A fusillade of blanks and empty flashes, But from irresolution in his back

It never reaches earth except as ashes 10 About when best to have us in our orbit          20

So we won’t simply take it and absorb it.



Meteor facts

• 2 to 7 meteors each hour (“sporadic” meteors)
• During a quiet Leonid year, 10-15 per hour
• During a Leonid storm, 50,000 to 150,000 per hour est for 1833

• Seen at 50-75 miles (80-120 km) altitude
• Hundreds of named showers; about a dozen really prominent



List of Major Meteor Showers (2022)



Comet 55P/Tempel Tuttle



Relative altitudes or distances



Impacts on earth (meteorites) usually from sporadic falls of 
asteroid bits, not meteor showers



Other “astronomical” poems of  Frost’s
• The Literate Farmer and the Planet Venus
• A Star in a Stone-boat
• Canis Major
• I Will Sing You One-O
• Lost in Heaven
• Skeptic
• The Freedom of  the Moon
• The Star-Splitter
• Two Leading Lights
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